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Cross sections for X-ray plasmon and Compton scatterings
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An attempt has been made to bring together for the first time the 
different formulae for X-ray plasmon and Compton scatterings in a 
unified formalism. Numerical calculations are presented for beryl
lium and lithium in order to arrive a t the optimum condition for 
observing the pure plasmon scattered spectrum. I t has been shown 
that for beryllium ifc should correspond to and for lithium
fc/fciP~0.8. A ne w and simple method to obtain the plasmon scat 
luTing cross section is also described.

1. iNTBOmrOTION

Sereiul woikers (Priftis el al 1968, 1970, Tanokura el at 1970,Suzuki el al 1970, 
Aloxandropoulos 1971, Miliotis 1971) have recently observed plasmon excitation 
iu X-i’ay scattering experiments from solids of low atomic luimber, such as, beryl- 
lium, lithium and graphite. Very often the plasmon, Compton and the elastic 
(Rayleigh-Thoms m) components of the scattered radiation overlap on one another 
making it very difficul to separate the plasmon spectrum. There exists consi
derable theoretical work (Pines 1963, Pimpale & Mande 1971, Kliewer & Raethor 
1973) on the cross section for the X-ray plasmon scattering and the shape of the 
plasmon scattered spectrum for different scattering angles. Most of this work 
is either within the random phase approximation (RPA) or seeks simple modi- 
lications of the RPA. I t  is generally recognised that the plasmon excitation 
predominates the scattered spectrum for small scattering angles and the Compton 
process dominates for large scattering angles. However, there do not exist any 
Kpccific calculations of the relative amplitudes of the different components of the 
scattered radiation which may be present in the experimental curves. The 
piuposo of this note is to bring the different formulae for the cross sections in a 
uruficd formalism and to present specific calculations of these for the most often 
'Studied experimental materials beryllium and lithium. An attem pt is made from 
this study to see whether it is necessary to unfold the experimental spectrum in 
Its different components for a  particular scattering angle and whether it is possible 
to obtain the experimental condition in which only plasmon excitation predomi
nates, A now and simple method to obtain the pure plasmon scattering cross 
acotion within RPA is discussed in appendix 1 .
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2 . Ciioss Sections eoe th e  D iit e k e n t  Scattering  P rocesses

Tlio mo«l; general exproBHion for the scattering cross section from an intoj*- 
acting many electron system, such as a solid is given by Pines (1903) as,
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wlicrcj

d‘̂ (rld̂ lda) — . Cs)'̂ S{k, w),

S ( k ,  a;) =  2  Wno)

(1)

( 2)

is the scattering form factor. Tu the above equations et and eg are polarization 
vectors for the incident and the scattered photons, feco and %k are respectively the 
energy and momentum transferred by the photon to the system in the act of 
scattering, is the electronic density fluctuation operator, is the system 
excitation energy for the ii-ih state and the other symbols have their usual signi
ficance. The cj'oss sections foi* the plasmon, Compton and elastic scattering proces
ses can bo obtained as special cases from oq. (1 ) by considering appropriati* 
physical situations.

Although the plasmojx cross section within BP A can be derived in many ways, 
wo find it convonient to obtain it by a new and simxfie method (which is described 
in the appendix) by employing the Bohm-Pines collective formalism and utilizing 
thoir subsidiary conditions to obtain the plasmon wave function in terms of the 
electronic; density fluctuations. The value of S(kp w) foj- plasmon scattering is 
obtained as,

^ p l ( k ,  ta )  —  ( N h k ^ l 2 m a > p ) d [ a ) —  o jp ) , (ii)

whore N  is the number of electrons por unit volume in the sjrstem and a)p is the 
plasma frequency. From eq. (3) it is seen that the shape of the plasmon scattered 
spectrum is given by a delta function. This has to be modified as shown by Kliewor 
& Baether (1973) to obtain a more realistic shape of the plasmon scattered line. 
However, we are not interested in this line shape but in the total intensity under 
for a particular scattering angle <j). This can be obtained from oq. (3) by integrating 
it over all frequencies, as accurately as from the more elaborate formulae. Since 
in the usual expei imcnts no attention is generally paid to the polarization of X-rays 
we average over the incident photon polarizations and sum over the final photon 
polarizations. Wo thus obtain the angular dependence of the plasmon scattering 
cross section as,

with

dcrldO. (plasmon) — (e-/mc-)^(l—|— (h h ^ l2 n i(jjp ) ^  { J i!F lk c jp )(k lk i'y '^ ,

w

(5)

in  the above equation Ep = K%pj27n and kp̂  is the value of the wave vector at 
the Fermi surface.
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The Klein-Kishina otobb section for the usual Compton scattering by an ideally 
electron (after averaging over the incident photon polarizations and 

mimming over the final photon polarizations) is given by Feynman (1962) as

dcrjdQiKN) =  (e®/wc®)̂ J(o>«/wj)(co*aj<+a>i/ciia—sin® )̂, (6)

where w i  and a^s ficequencies of the incident and scattered photons and ^
is the Boattering angle. When w t  eq. (4) reduces to the Eayleigh -Thom
son Boattring cross section,.

dojda^KN) d<rlda(RT) =  (e®/mc®)®(l-Jsin® 0)S,i(ifc). 

It is easily seen that

Sei(k) -  1.

(7)

(8)

For calculating the cross section for Compton scattering from electrons in solids 
eq. (7) is inadequate since it does not take account of the Pauli exclusion principle. 
We therefore make use of the Hartree-Fook approximation to calculate this cross 
section. In this approximation one obtains, as shown by Pines (1963),

where

ScHp{k, w) =  S
Q

wgf^ =  f t q i ® / 2 w - | - l i f t ,  q / w i .

(9)

( 10)

In the above equation the summation over g runs over the electronic states 
satisfying | q | ^  kp, jq + f tl  >  kp, where kp is the value of the wave vector 
at the Fermi surface. Integrating eq (9) over all frequencies we obtain the 
cross section for Compton scattering in HFA as,

with

do-/da(CHF) =  (e*/mc®)®(l-jBin®0) iSciiF(k) (11)

(12)

If we take into account the electronic correlations, then, within the RPA, the 
scattering form factor for Compton scattering becomes

ScRPiki *̂>) =  ScHF(k, o})l\e\^, (13)

where e is the RPA dielectric function. Noting that the co’s involved in eqs. 
(0) and (10) are small as compared to cup, we may use the following approximate
value of e as

€ =  1 -\-k^pTlk^*

where kp^i is the Fermi-Thomas screening wave vector given by

kpjt =5 ^^^mMpjhkp.

4

(14)

(15)



Using oqs. (13) and (14) wo easily obtain

do-/dl2(CRP) =  (e*/mc*)®(l-isinV)-8ciip(*).

3 i!; P
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whore
... (16) 

... (17)

3 .  C a l o t t l a t i o n s

Since considorablo experimental work on X-ray plasmon scattering has been 
reported on beryllium and lithium, we have numerically calculated the values of 
Spi{k) and ScRp(k) for these solids for the values of kjkp ranging from 0 to 1 . For 
these calculations the values of the plasma energy fecop and the Fermi energy Ep 
are necessary. We have employed in our calculations the recent experimental 
values of fta)^(Pines 1963) and Ep (Wallace 1960, Crisp & Williams 1960). For 
beryllium fecdp — 19 eV, Ep =  13.8 oV and for lithium hwp =  8 eV, Ep =  3,0oV 
The variation of Spi(k) and ScRp(k) thus calculated for beryllium and lithium is 
depicted graphically in figure 1 . The points corresponding to kcjkp where/; is 
the plasmon cut-off wave vector are also shown on the Spi(k) curves.

Kig.. 1. Tho variation of the Ejoattering form factor >S(ifc)with /c/kp for Gozi^ton and plasmon 
procoaaea for beryllium and lithium.

4. D tsottssion

The optimum experimental conditions can be determined from figure 1 in 
association with tho following points :
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1 . The plasmon width increaseB slowly with Jc{ot k < he and it is not a well 
defined excitation for k >  he in that the plasmon width increases rapidly with 
jc w h en  .it has crossed the cut-off value fcc-

2. The Compton line profile given approximately by ScHF(k, o))l\e\^ [eqs. 
(6) and (8)] is highly asymmetric and its width on the high energy side is much 
lower than that on the low energy side. Further, for values of kjkp <  1 , the 
energy of the Compton profile peaks is, generally, considerably loss than kwp.

From figure 1, with due cognizance to the above points, we note that in the 
case of beryllium the best plasmon spectrum with practically no other inelastic 
co m p o n en t would appear for kjkp ^  0.5 to 0.6. For kjkp >  0.6 the plasmon width 
Avould be considerably large and so also would be the width and intensity of the 
C om pton  profile. In  the range 1 ^  kjkp 0.5 one would have a superposition 
of a wide plasmon spectrum and the Compton profile. In the case of lithium the 
best p la sm o n  spectrum would appear at k jkp ^O .S . From figure 1 it is also 
evridout that one would obtain a bettor contrast for lithium than for beryllium 
.since th e  probability of Compton scattering is very much lower in lithium.

For the GvK^i radiation which is often used in experiments (A =  2.085A, 
ki — 3.01 35A“ )̂ the above condition of kjkp corresponds to the scattering angle 
0 20  ̂ ± 2"" for beryllium and for lithium it corresponds to the scattering angle
< j ) 14°±2®. At these angles one can expect to get the plasmon spectrum with 
practically no superposed Compton spectrum, i.e., a pure plasmon spectrum and 
it would not be necessary to separate out different components of the inelastic 
apoctmm. For increasing the scattering angles one may employ low energy 
radiation such as TiKp^ ( ~  4.9 KeV) for which the optimum scattering angle 
for b(uyllium is 27° and for lithium 20°.

A p p e n d i x  I

A NEW METHOD TO OBTAIN THE RPA X-RAY P l ASMON SCATTERING CROSS

SECTION

In the Bohm-Pines collective formalism the system wave function is given
by

I ^  ^  (plasmon), (A.1 )

wliero }Jr is the determinant wave function of the electrons and ^ is the plasmon 
wave function. In the ground state the plasmon execute only the zero point oscil- 
lations and their wave function (in momentum space) is given by

=  I  j .
hake

(A.2)
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whore is the oollectiTe m om entum  variable. Pj^ is connected w ith  th e density  
fluctuation pif through th e subsidiary condition

{ P f t - 1 >  =  0. . . .  (A.3)

where JIf*® =  4»re*/ife*. From eq . (A.3) we can write

0 (plasm on)== II exp {—J/j,* /) .!/) ./2feo>p}. . .. (A.4)
k<Cke “  ^

E q. (A,4) reBembles the uunorm alized w ave function for on oBBembly o f kê jQn̂  
independent harmonic osciUotors in their ground state , each w ith frequency Wp, 
Mjt  ̂ and constant and the square o f  the position

coordinate for the k-th. oscillator. The first excited  sta te for the &-th oscillator 
is then given by

oscillator) =  -2V ĵ^Pk®xp(—JfjfcVj^V^/2So>2,), (A.5)

where Nk is th e norm alization constant. From eqs (1 ), (A .l) , (A.4) and (A.5), 
using proper norm alization constants, and assum ing th at on ly  a plasm on is excited  
in  th e act o f  scattering, we obtain the value o f  iŜ jpr(Aj) as given in eq . (3).
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